CREE WAVEMAX™ TECHNOLOGY
Innovative Optical Waveguide Platform
A breakthrough in the execution of waveguide technology that challenges industrystandard assumptions of how light is delivered.

GUIDING LIGHT
From the dawn of our solar system, and throughout most of human history, lighting was straightforward: when the
sun was up, there was light. When it wasn’t, there wasn’t. Living things organized themselves — and our bodies and
brains evolved — around this simple fact. Then about a million years ago, our forebears started burning things to
create artificial light. From that point forward, it’s been “on,” so to speak: a never-ending quest to produce more light
in more places: we sought to control it and direct it in the ultimate pursuit of better light – illumination that’s
convenient, pleasing, useful and efficient.
Our yardstick for a truly exceptional source of light is the sun — though while blazingly bright, it doesn’t always
deliver ideal illumination. The goal, rather, is to recreate the gently overcast day, when a diaphanous cloud cover
bounces sunlight in every direction to create uniform illumination that seems to come from everywhere and nowhere.
Shadows are softer and less bothersome. Glare and harshness are muted. The hotspot of the sun is concealed and
looking up won’t leave you with spots dancing in your vision.
For millennia, we’ve sought the goal of better light with mixed results. The difficulty lies in a property of light itself:
for practical purposes, light always travels in a straight line. This creates serious challenges for lighting engineers.
Light from an unconcealed source like a naked light bulb (or the sun) comes with a host of undesirables — harshness
and glare, uneven illumination and sharp shadows. These are not trivial concerns. Lighting quality influences mood,
productivity, alertness and learning. It affects safety, comfort, spatial orientation and depth perception. It defines
our experiences of color, texture and clarity. On a deeper level, it governs our circadian cycles and shapes our sense
of well-being.
So rather than leave light to its own devices, lighting engineers must add their own — things like lens, screens,
reflectors and baffles — and must use multiple light sources to make illumination more uniform. But all this is done
at a cost of more parts, materials and diminished lighting efficiency.
Given the nature of light, it’s just not possible to remove those intermediaries and enjoy highly efficient, precisely
controlled, pleasing and comfortable illumination. Or is it?
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JUST ANOTHER MOONSHOT
The scientists in Cree research and development thought it was a question
worth asking. After all, the LED has proven itself so well that the world is
phasing out and even outlawing less efficient forms of illumination. But
physics are still physics, and the arrival of the Cree® LED didn’t make issues
of glare, hot spots and uneven illumination magically vanish. So Cree’s researchers reframed the problem: What if, instead, we make the LED magically vanish?
The challenge was typical Cree: do something no one else had been able to do. First, move the LED light source offstage and out of sight. Then coax the LED to hand over its photons and send them along well-defined paths, like
luggage on an airport conveyor system, nicely bundled up and not shining in anyone’s eyes. When they reach the
precise place to be most useful, make them suddenly appear as illumination. While doing all that, make sure to maintain or improve lighting efficiency, color rendering and control. Oh — and make it all beautifully clean and simple in
the bargain.
Cree’s researchers knew that achieving any of this would require rethinking the boundaries of something called an
optical waveguide. So they christened the project WaveMax™ Technology.

MAKING WAVES
An optical waveguide does exactly what the name implies. It acts to channel and guide light waves from Point A to
Point B — and crucially — to keep them confined while conveying them.
A fiber optic strand is a common example of a wave guide. Shine
a light at one end, and thanks to a property called Total Internal
Reflectance (TIR), the light appears at the other end of the
strand with very little light lost along its length. This is true for
any waveguide of the proper geometries.

Total internal reflectance through a fiber optic strand.

Fiber optics aren’t the only common waveguides. The screen
you are reading from almost certainly uses one. Behind the
liquid crystal display is a thin sheet of transparent plastic lit
along its edges by rows of LEDs. TIR moves the light across the
sheet until the light waves strike tiny features that act as lenses
to project it forward. Known as “edge-lighting,” it’s the most
common technique for backlighting displays on smartphones,
tablets, monitors and televisions.

Because of these developments, intelligent lighting is now poised to transform our building spaces, parking lots and
the roadways that connect them into energy-efficient, adaptive environments that boost productivity, optimize utilization and interact with users.
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Conventional edge-lit technology

A TEMPTING SHORTCUT
When other LED light manufacturers decided to employ waveguides, they
borrowed LCD screen edge-lighting technology for their light fixtures. Violà
— illumination separated from the light source. But this off-the-shelf approach means a loss of lighting efficiency, less lighting control, uninspired
form factors and added complexity in materials. Many of the light waves
streaming through the conventional edge-lit waveguide do so chaotically,
bouncing around at uncontrolled angles and making multiple trips through
the medium. The more uncontrolled bouncing, the less useful light — and the
less control.
From the outset, Cree scientists knew the ideal solution would never be
edge-lighting a sheet of plastic and sticking it in a troffer, especially if they
wanted to leverage the cutting-edge technology of Cree® LEDs. Instead of
lighting the edge of an acrylic sheet, they decided the shape of the waveguide
would be strictly dictated by its function in any given fixture.

THE PHOTON EXPRESS
Total Internal Reflectance (TIR) sounds like a form
of meditation. It’s actually a fundamental property
of light waves passing through material like glass or
plastic that is denser than the surrounding medium,
say, air. Light traveling through an acrylic plastic that
strikes the boundary head on — at a 90-degree angle
to the boundary — passes through. But as the angle
decreases, more light is bounced back inward and
only some is refracted outward. As about 42 degrees
to the perpendicular, all the light is effectively trapped
— hence “Total Internal Reflection.” It doesn’t matter
that the acrylic is transparent. The light can’t escape
and will bounce down the waveguide like a billiard
ball bouncing off cushions to travel along an endless
billiard table.

Regardless of the specific fixture, the angle at which light waves would strike
the boundaries of the waveguide medium was critical, so optimizing the internal geometries and optical properties of the waveguide meant working within
tight tolerances to ensure light wouldn’t suddenly erupt at unexpected places
across the surface. There was also the challenge of getting the light back out
again with precise control.
Carving lines or dimples into the surface of the waveguide will get the light
out easily enough, but not precisely enough. Intensive research into the
physics of the waveguide allowed Cree to design highly-efficient “smart” extractors to capture carefully measured quantities of light on the first pass and
project it outward as illumination. The exacting angles and highly precise
faces of the grooves led to their name: DiamondFacet™ lenses.

FORM AND FUNCTION
Once Cree scientists mastered the physics, they set about applying their
knowledge to a variety of luminaires for street lighting, parking structures
and interior commercial environments. Designing the waveguides for each
fixture was one challenge; manufacturing them was another. The required
geometries, the smoothness of the surface and the precision of the DiamondFacet™ lenses were all measured in ten thousandths of an inch. Consistency
of the acrylic medium was critical. Any air bubble, imperfection or rogue
speck of dust would act as an optical feature, sending light caroming off with
unpredictable consequences.

Suppose you cut a groove or other feature in the
surface of the acrylic. The shape of the feature
changes the angle of encounter and light exits as
illumination. Change the depth, angularity and size of
the feature and you can control the amount of light that
escapes, and where it goes. WaveMax™ Technology
takes this idea, well, to the max. Depending on the
type of light fixture, each surface of the waveguide is
etched with a specific pattern of optical features cut
to exacting requirements and measuring only microns
across. Each captures a measured amount of light
from within the waveguide and projects it outward with
unrivaled efficiency and control.
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As someone working on the project noted, while the designs didn’t violate any laws of
physics, they would certainly redefine the state of the art. So the team set about working
to solve the production challenges one at a time. In both performance and appearance, the
resulting light fixtures are in a class by themselves.

THE RSW SERIES:
TAKING BACK THE STREETS
Until now, streetlights with warmer color temperatures meant fewer lumens per watt, so
municipalities and utilities usually opt for more efficient cool white LEDs. That frequently
leads to complaints of harsh, antiseptic lighting and glare through windows, especially in
residential areas, and that same glare can obscure a driver’s vision.
The RSW Series of street lights with WaveMax™ Technology solves both problems. At a
warm 3000K, the RSW™ street lights deliver an astonishing 115 lumens per watt — comparable or better than cooler LEDs. Light quality and distribution are exceptional, greatly
reducing glare and improving visibility while minimizing undesirable light spill to keep
illumination only where it’s needed.

RSW™ LED Street Light

THE IG SERIES: NO MORE CAVES
Parking structures with traditional HID and fluorescent luminaires can be dark caverns,
unevenly lit with deep shadows in corners and between cars. By applying WaveMax™ Technology, Cree engineers banished the shadows with a parking deck fixture that looks and
performs like no other.
One lighting magazine noted the IG Series design “looks more like a fixture you might see
indoors on a ceiling.” Each side of the IG Series fixture is a beautiful lens crafted with
WaveMax™ Technology that distributes light below the fixture and around the perimeter to
create well-lit, welcoming spaces. About six percent of the illumination is aimed at the
ceiling to prevent the cave effect. With a remarkable 118 lumens per watt, the IG Series is
30% more energy-efficient than earlier generation LED parking garage luminaires.

IG Series LED Parking Garage Luminaire

THE LN SERIES: WINGS OF LIGHT
As one reviewer remarked, “The LN Series pendant is stunning.” It’s the form factor that
intrigues: a slender four-foot column of brushed aluminum suspended below the ceiling
from two thin cables. Extending from either side of the column are five-inch transparent
panels running its length, tapered and angled up like the wings of an aircraft. You can
clearly see through them to the ceiling above. There’s no visible light source, no lens, no
apparent optics of any kind.
Turn on the light and the magic really begins. The transparent waveguides are suddenly
suffused with bright, beautiful light that bathes the space with uniform illumination. Because
60 percent of that light is projecting up to reflect off the ceiling, the fixture is easy on the eyes:
you can stare directly at the downward-facing surfaces of the waveguide without discomfort.
There are no hotspots, no bright flares, no glare. Just light and more light.
In fact, the mix of direct and indirect lighting can appear so uniform that when LN Series fixtures are properly placed in a room, differences in the level of illumination may be too small to
be discernible by the human eye. Yet the LN Series with WaveMax™ Technology achieves this
with fewer, not more, fixtures than conventionally required to light the same space.

LN4™ LED Suspended Ambient Luminaire
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THE KR8™ DOWNLIGHT:
PRECISE LIGHT FROM ON HIGH
Cree’s engineers knew that high ceiling heights in commercial and retail environments
make it difficult to illuminate the space below without intense hotspots and splotchy lighting. By applying WaveMax™ Technology, they created the KR8™ downlight, an 8-inch round
luminaire that will be a boon to lighting designers everywhere.
Using a dual optic lens that controls how light flows through the waveguide and is dispersed, the KR8™ downlight provides precise beam angles as tight as 15 degrees, providing light uniformity, optical control and excellent color performance in ceilings as high as
40 feet. The KR8™ downlight provides double the lifetime of its nearest competitors — especially important in elevated ceilings that are difficult to reach — and delivers dimming
capabilities down to one percent.

KR8™ LED Specification Downlight

LIGHT ONCE REMOVED; LIGHTING MUCH IMPROVED
Historically, the shape and size of lighting fixtures have been heavily driven by the lighting technology inside of them.
The need to dissipate their heat has dictated their shapes, sizes, form factors and how much usable light they provide.
LED lighting offers the promise of changing that paradigm, but until now, products haven’t looked substantially different because efforts to break the linear relationship between a light source and its illumination have been disappointing compromises. With the advent of WaveMax™ Technology, fixtures can be designed in harmony with their
environments without sacrificing utility or efficiency.
These first four fixtures are just the beginning. Talking about the potential for WaveMax™Technology, Cree researchers say they’ve just scratched the surface. They’ve cracked the code to optimize the properties of three-dimensional
and curved waveguides, opening up endless possibilities for lighting fixtures both breathtakingly artistic and bottom-line practical. Now fold in the benefits of embedded controls, sensors and intelligence, and WaveMax™ Technology promises a new era in lighting. If Cree scientists weren’t such a modest bunch, they’d make a prediction: Cree
WaveMax™ Technology is destined for the same legendary status as the Cree® LED and will change the rules of
lighting once again. After thousands of years of effort, WaveMax™ Technology has finally brought us the better light
we’ve been seeking.
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Visit lighting.cree.com/wavemax or contact a Cree lighting representative to learn more.
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